
Dr. Chris Sopa is an Industrial

Organizational psychologist,

speaker, and researcher who

has spent the last 20 years

studying human potential and

self-awareness. After

experiencing several tragic and

challenging life events, Dr.

Chris became a student of her

own life and is compelled by

the belief that when self-

aware, we can extract the

lessons from our life

experiences and use them to

guide us.

Dr. Chris’ passion can be found

at the juncture of the mind

(logic) and the heart (intuition),

both working together as

channels that guide us on our

own unique path. She uses the

idea of tapping into the whole

person (physical, mental,

emotional, spiritual) to help

people overcome seemingly

impossible obstacles, personal

and professional life changes,

and loss of power (self-worth).
 

About Dr. Chris

Inspirational Content

with Dynamic Delivery

What others are saying...

She will help you transform your thinking and become a better

YOU. ~Lori S.

Chris is engaging and easily holds your attention throughout

her presentations. ~Nancy M.

She led our executives through a dynamic discussion around

this multi-faceted challenge, while providing practical 'do it now'

actions for organizations to help mitigate the advancement of

women in the workplace. Dr. Chris is a highly respected and

qualified thought leader on this topic and her ease in talking with  

The knowledge and personal experiences you shared helped our

employees to reflect on their choices and behaviors and to

consider how these things impact their quality of life. You

challenged our staff to take control of their well-being by making

better choices, setting priorities, and enjoying life.  ~Cherita W. 

"Change your role, your

situation, the people that

surround you…but never

change who you are!"

Dr. Christine Sopa

I/O Psychologist

LEADS WITH
Balance and Purpose

our members, sharing the realities of

what needs to be done, how we can be

leaders of change, and teasing out

important conversations on the

issues, was refreshing and welcomed.

She is highly engaging, intelligent and

amiable, and extremely knowledgeable

executive herself with credibility and

confidence on this important topic.

~Laura W.



Imposter Syndrome – Do I Belong? -   Dr. Chris shares how to build confidence,

change mindsets to break the cycle of feeling like an imposter, and to go after

the opportunities that present themselves without fear of not being enough. 

Burnout and Stress: The Silent Saboteurs -  Dr. Chris shares mindset

methods, such as self-talk strategies, aligning priorities and activities, and

present moment living (mindfulness) for managing stress and burnout.

Being Your Best You in Times of Change - Change can be scary and is often

viewed through a negative lens. When something changes, we lose something

and grieve for that loss. In this workshop, Dr. Chris discusses the positive

aspects of change, navigating the unknowns as we grieve what we have lost,

and implementing new habits of thought around change when it occurs.

Your Leadership Energy Footprint -  Dr. Chris will show you how to tap into who

you are being when you lead, how to become more self-aware as a leader, how to

channel your energy so it is aligned with your highest priorities, how to balance

your logic and intuition when making decisions, and how to define and become

the leader you want to be. 

The Changing Dynamics of Women in the Workplace  - Dr. Chris will discuss

why we are seeing this gender disparity, how women get in their own way, and

what organizations and men can do to help mitigate the advancement of

women.
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